### Photocopies from the Central Zionist Archives.
Correspondence P.J. Marks 1919, Correspondence 1927, First interstate Australian Zionist conference; Keren Hayesod, Dr Goldstein’s tour 1927 Z4 3217(1); background papers of ZFA, 1927-9; 1937, (S25/2036; Zionist Conference 1938; Kimberley Scheme 1943; Victorian Zionist Organisation 1943, 1945, 1946; Zionism in Australia (Peter Medding).

1 Eliyahu Honig interviews Bernard Cherrick.

2 Xeroxes of Zionist records in the CZA

3 Draft chapters of Eliyahu Honig’s thesis on early Australian Zionism.


5 Charles Price records of Palestinian Jews coming to Australia 1904-1947

6 Transcripts of interviews(Zionism); Sol Encel, Sam Lipski “A snapshot from down Under,” I.M Oderberg, Ehud Lederberger, Hannah Tabor, David Tabor, Michael Doari, Betty Doari, Yossel Birstein, Norman Schindler, Yehuda and Marianne Feher, Shmuel Betty Rosenkrantz, Erlich Renard, Abram Landa.


8 ZFANZ 1943KKL5 1523; ZFANZ minutes 1944 Z4 10185; Extracts S25/2036; Minutes no 12 KH4 B664; Circular 3715; Minutes Z4/10.204; Melbourne 1928 KH4 302; *Christadelphian Shield* 1928 KH4 290; Judean League Page S32 289; *Australian Jewish Herald* KH4 294; KH4 289; *The Young Zionist* KH4295; Union of Sydney Zionists’ Report 1923; Union of Sydney Zionists Z4/2094; 2 letters from Fanny Reading KKL5316; Mixed, minutes 1944 S5728.
2 Zionist Federation, Various records 1944-1948. Focus on effects of Holocaust; Laserson, Sir Isaac Isaacs, Dr Evatt. Legation of Israel 1950s.

2 ZFANZ minutes 1942-1944; Correspondence B. Patkin.; Kimberley Plan; Palestine-Australia Agency; First Australian Zionist Conference 21 Sep 1927; Third Annual Conference, 13 Jy 1930; Constitution 1938; Second Annual conference May 1929.

3 United Zionists Revisionists Correspondence- J Honig, 1945, 1946, 1948


3 * Habonim magazines. Kol Herut, Mishmar, Heatid. Habonim material. Zionist youth. 1940s Hechalutz. Correspondence Habonim the first Habonim in Australia (Eliyahu Honig). Extract from Israel Cohen’s “the Journal of a Jewish Traveller” (cf Australia)

4 Australian Friends of the Hebrew University (1936-1948); Report of 10th Zionist Conference (1941) The Young Zionist, April 1943. Habonim news extracts Habonim journals:

5 Jewish Youth v. 1, no2 2-9 (Aug 1946 – Mar 1947); re Dr Shein 1944. 11th ZFANZ Conference. Report by B. Patkin 1943. ; circular ZFA A
Annual Conference 1940 KH4/B/656; minutes ZFANZ
Jy 3, 1942.; Aaron Patin. Australishe Yiddisher
Amanac
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